Secure Customer Engagement

A New Way to
Securely Engage with
Your Customers
Imagine what would be possible if you
didn’t have to worry about the identity of
your customers? What type of engaging
experiences could you build if you could easily
confirm their secure and clear intent on
demand?
With Privakey, you can deliver exceptional customer
experiences backed with the security of cryptography
and multi-factor authentication. Our technology enables
services to send secure, interactive and contextually
rich push notifications to verify a user’s intent. All your
customer needs to do is assert their response with the
biometrics on their mobile device. Privakey handles the
authorization, so you can build new and more engaging
multi-channel experiences.

Give Your Customers What They Want

Improve customer experiences
requiring strong identity
assurance

Deliver secure, actionable push
notifications in your own app

Streamline any workflow with
in-app approvals

Utilize biometric identification
across all channels

Eliminate passwords, OTPs, &
knowledge-based interrogations

Verify your customers’ intent with
convenience and security

A New Way to Interact With Users
Your customers have their phones all the time. These devices offer an opportunity for secure engagement,
regardless of the channel they’re interacting with you. Privakey enables a new way to conveniently and securely
interact with your customers whenever they need to assert their identity, consent to, or approve of anything.
Customers using Privakey-enabled apps simply respond to push notifications with a message body that can
contain any type of interactive digital content such as HTML, PDFs and forms. They’ll then use a biometric to
conveniently confirm their response. Privakey offers the opportunity to streamline many customer interactions
that impose friction and frustration today.
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How Companies Are Using Privakey
100%

TELCO APP

Identity
Conﬁrmation
Hi Jessie, please
conﬁrm you are on an
active call with Telco
Customer Service.

SHOPPING APP

Approve
Purchase

ALARM APP

Alarm
Triggered

Rolex Oyster
Perpetual
Milgauss 11640

Price: $6,295.00

Did you make this
purchase from
Shopping.com over
Alexa?
Enter your biometric
to verify identity.

100%

100%

Back door sensor
tripped. Please choose
an action below:

YES

DISABLE ALARM

NO

CONTACT AUTHORITIES
Call Me

Customers enjoy using device
biometrics like fingerprint and
facial recognition to verify their
identity across the customer
experience.

Drive digital conversions by
enabling customers to approve
purchases and other
transactions initiated from any
channel.

Improve the customer journey
by delivering secure, interactive
content that saves time and
reduces the frustration of
existing workflows.

What great experiences will you
create for your customers?

Stop frustrating your customers and
start delivering exceptional customer
experiences today. Explore what’s
possible with strong identity assurance.
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